
Hypothesis. Experiment.
And finding solutions.

general
science



GENERAL SCIENCE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE [B.Sc. or B.Sc. (Hons.)]

Science is about the origins of Earth and the understanding of the
complex relationships between all its elements. It’s knowledge of
plants and animals. It explains how a plane flies or a house is built
– it’s the foundation of our lives.

Grenfell’s general science degree gives you the option to choose
three of the following: mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology
or earth sciences. It’s unlike any other degree in Canada. It
recognizes the unique scientific foundation that comes from a
triple concentration. The possibilities for this diverse study are
as broad as the universe is expansive.

it’s diverse
Because of the interdisciplinary nature of the program, you’ll
have a large number of course offerings to choose from. You’ll
study many topics – everything from genetics to paleontology
to the solar system. You’ll be led in classrooms by academics from
diverse backgrounds and areas of expertise. Determining your
concentrations will help you to define more clearly what
your course load will look like. 

it’s relevant
The skills you gain here are relevant in so many career choices.
As you develop your analytic and processing skills, you’ll open
the door to a world of possibilities. You won’t limit yourself
through a narrow study; instead you will find that your
academic preparation will prepare you for careers or further
study in areas such as law, dentistry, journalism, library science,
medicine and education.

career opportunities
n Science teacher
n Science or laboratory technician
n Researcher
n Lawyer 
n Journalist



It’s top-notch
You’ll study the night sky through one of Atlantic Canada’s largest
astronomical telescope, housed in Grenfell’s recently opened
observatory. New chemistry, biology, earth science and physics
labs are located in the Arts and Science Building extension.

n The chemistry lab focuses on the study of organic chemistry, 
the study of carbon-based molecules, and inorganic
chemistry, which includes the study of metallic compounds.

n The earth science/soils laboratory will accommodate
the study of soils as well as courses in earth science beyond 
the first year. Two research labs include wet and dry benches 
for scientific work in the fields of biology, chemistry, earth 
and environmental science.

n The biology lab will support the cultivation of tissue
culture and microbiological preparation.

n Electricity and subatomic physics are taught in the new 
physics lab.

It’s affordable
You’ll enjoy the lowest tuition rate in English-speaking Canada.
The provincial government gives high priority to education,
providing extensive funding to Memorial University. This
commitment allows us to provide an affordable, yet
high-quality, post-secondary education.

It’s exciting
As a Grenfell student, you can take advantage of several travel
opportunities. You can participate in the National Student
Exchange (NSE) Program, where you pay Grenfell tuition rates
while studying in another NSE member university in Canada
or the United States. Complete a field course close to home
at Memorial’s Bonne Bay Marine Station, or further afield with
our partner institution in Belize. You could also participate in the
North2North exchange, which allows you to study at an Arctic
university in places such as Finland or Russia.

what you’ll need
Apply for admission directly from high school. If you have
attended another post-secondary institution or are missing
credits, you should meet with an academic advisor to
discuss transfer credits and appropriate course selection.  



for more information:
Student Recruitment Office
Grenfell Campus, Memorial University
20 University Drive
Corner Brook, NL A2H 5G4

Tel: 709 637 6269
Toll-free in North America: 1 888 637 6269
study@grenfell.mun.ca
facebook.com/grenfellcampus
twitter.com/grenfellcampus
@grenfellcampus

www.grenfell.mun.ca


